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One may even be made to feel the superfluousness of one's
own existence. In the presence of something that might
carry one away or. arouse enthusiasm, this type observes
a benevolent neutrality, tempered with an occasional trace
of superiority and criticism that soon takes the wind out
of the sails of a sensitive object. But a stormy emotion
will be brusquely rejected with murderous coldness, unless
it happens to catch the subject from the side of the
unconscious, i.e. unless, through the animation of some
primordial image, feeling is, as it were, taken captive. In
which event such a woman simply feels a momentary laming,
invariably producing, in due course, a still more violent
resistance, which reaches the object in his most vulnerable
spot. The relation to the object is, as far as possible,
kept in a secure and tranquil middle state of feeling, where
passion and its intemperateness are resolutely proscribed.
Expression of feeling, therefore, remains niggardly and,
when once aware of it at all, the object has a permanent
sense of his undervaluation. Such, however, is not always
the case, since very often the deficit remains unconscious;
whereupon the unconscious feeling-claims gradually pro-
duce symptoms which compel a more serious attention.
A superficial judgment might well be betrayed, by a
rather cold and reserved demeanour, into denying all
feeling to this type. Such a view, however, would be quite
false; the truth is, her feelings are intensive rather than
extensive. They develop into the depth. Whereas, for
instance, an extensive feeling of sympathy can express
itself in both word and deed at the right place, thus quickly
ridding itself of its impression, an intensive sympathy,
because shut off from every means of expression, gains a
passionate depth that embraces the misery of a world and
is simply benumbed. It may possibly make an extravagant
irruption, leading to some staggering act of an almost
heroic character, to which, however, neither the object noi

